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ABSTRACT

Gas kick is generally difficult to discover in time using traditional surface detection methods, which re-1

sults in a significant wastage of time and money. Owing to the restriction of the low data-transmission2

speed of measurement-while-drilling system, downhole measured data is usually ignored in gas-kick3

detection. Furthermore, surface detection methods comprising the use of pressure and flow-rate4

sensors require professional knowledge and many input parameters, some of which are required to be5

assumed. In this study, we used downhole dual measurement points for detecting gas kick without6

the use of other surface input parameters. Firstly, we developed an end-to-end supervised neural7

network to determine the still and circulation working conditions, which were used for calculating8

the drilling fluid density and viscosity. Secondly, an unscented Kalman filter was applied to perform9

a backward gas fraction calculation dynamically. However, this downhole calculation method cannot10

be used in highly deviated and horizontal wells. Because there is a downhole fluctuating pressure11

generated during the rock breaking, we proposed an auxiliary gas-kick detection method based on12

the theory of pressure wave attenuation. This method can be applied to all well types. To evaluate13

the proposed gas-kick detection method, we used a gas-liquid flow simulation model combined14

with a pump rate model, screw-drilling-tool pressure-consumption model, rock-breaking model, and15

formation permeability model to generate transient data with the highest possible accuracy. The16

advection upstream splitting model was used as the numerical scheme. The accuracy of the simulation17

∗the corresponding author—Email: lijun446@vip.163.com.
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model was successfully validated using two field experimental data sets. Finally, we generated a set18

of vertical and horizontal well data each with the simulation model to test the gas-kick detection19

method. The experiment results showed that the proposed gas-kick detection model was successful in20

detecting gas kick and obtaining the accurate gas fraction.21

Keywords Gas-kick detection · Advection upstream splitting ·Machine learning · Downhole pressure measurement ·22

Unscented Kalman filter · Attenuation of pressure wave23

1 Introduction24

Many drilling operations are confronted with increased nonproductive time owing to undesirable drilling incidents (e.g.,25

sticking, collapse, mud loss, or gas kick). Many of these issues could have been avoided or, at least, their effects on the26

drilling operation could be reduced if these incidents are predicted in time [1]. Among the drilling incidents, it is more27

difficult to detect gas kick in time [2]. A gas kick is defined as the unscheduled entry of formation gas into the wellbore28

because the mud barrier fails to resist the high pore pressure [3]. A delay in its detection results in the difficulty of well29

control treatment and may even allow the formation gas to flow out of the wellhead, thus causing a blowout accident30

[4, 5, 6].31

The methods used to detect gas kick can be classified into four types. (1) The first method is based on the property32

change of the annulus fluid. The sound wave propagation velocity inside the drilling fluid decreases and the rate of33

annulus flow increases if gas invades the drilling fluid [7]. The transfer time of the pressure pulse in the wellbore mud34

system is measured to detect the gas kick [8]. The annulus mud resistivity is measured to obtain an early warning of35

bottom-hole gas invasion [9]. (2) The second method is the flow rate difference method. The flow-rate difference36

is a sensitive parameter used for detecting gas kick [10], and it is considered to be the most effective method for37

identifying gas influx and leakage [11]. A new flowmeter measurement system is developed for identifying situations38

wherein the flow difference between the inlet and outlet exceeds 1.9 L/s [12]. This flow-rate difference method is only39

suitable for managed pressure drilling because there is no reliable surface outlet flowmeter in conventional drilling40

techniques. (3) The third type comprises intelligent methods. The Bayesian probability density method is used to41

analyze noisy drilling data, and it can automatically filter the impact of noise on the measurement parameters in order42

to improve the efficiency of gas influx identification [13]. The dynamic neural network model is applied for predicting43

the gas influx and has realized a high prediction accuracy [14]. The pattern recognition model is successfully used in44

gas-kick diagnosis [15]. The physics-based dimension reduction and surface time-series data mining approaches are45

combined to obtain a kick indicator, which is ideal for practical applications [16]. As the data used in these intelligent46

methods are sourced from surface logging, the occurrence of gas-kick detection delay is inevitable. (4) The fourth type47

comprises the measurement of the downhole parameters. Downhole pressure, mass flow, drilling-fluid density, and48

conductivity can be used to detect early gas kick based on laboratory experiments [17]. A dual-measurement-points49

method for early gas kick-detection is proposed based on the consistencies and the discrepancies of bottom-hole50

pressures at the two measurement points [18]. This method is not valid for horizontal wells because there is no delay51

in the pressure response of the dual measurement points in this situation. Based on unscented Kalman filter (UKF)52

technology, the pressure and flow data are used to estimate the pressure-loss correction factor and flow correction factor53

to realize automatic gas kick detection [19]. This UKF-based method requires frequent data transmission between the54

surface and bottom hole, which takes a long time and results in detection delay. (5) The fifth type is the intelligent55

drill pipe method. A series of pressure sensors are installed along the drill pipe to predict the annular pressure of the56

different well sections, in order to realize early gas-influx detection and determine the gas migration height. Owing57

to the poor field operability of this method, it is still at the hypothesis stage [20]. (6) The sixth type is the fiber58

optic sensing method. Given the demands for chemical and electrical passivity, transmission lengths, and operational59

robustness, fiber-optic sensing methods are for monitoring marine riser systems [21, 22, 23]. This emerging technology60

has the potential to significantly improve our ability to detect and manage gas kick and ensure safe offshore drilling.61

However, the sensors are deployed on the marine riser, and this method may be infeasible for onshore drilling.62

These previous detection methods have facilitated the realization of significant improvement in gas-kick detection63

methods. In this research, we have proposed a detection method based on downhole pressure measurements, UKF, and64

the theory of pressure wave attenuation.65

The downhole measurement method provides accurate downhole information, but the corresponding data transmission66

is very slow, which limits the implementation of related detection methods. The process of downhole data transfer67

to the surface is presented in Figure.1. The downhole data encoding takes up a significant amount of the total time68

required. If the information to be encoded can be reduced, the transmission time decreases. Hence, in this research, the69

data measurement and explanation processes occur downhole, and only the judgement result is sent to the surface.70
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Figure 1: The process of downhole information transfer.

The UKF [24] was evolved from Kalman filtering [25], which is a linear, unbiased, and error-variance-minimization71

algorithm for optimal estimation of stochastic systems. The UKF eliminates the restriction of the system model. It72

does not require the system to be approximately linear, and does not comprise the calculation of a Jacobian matrix.73

In addition, it does not require the state function and measurement function to be continuous and differentiable, and74

it can even be applied to discontinuous systems. The drilling hydraulic calculation model is nonlinear. The UKF75

adopts a recursive calculation with a small calculation and data storage, which is convenient for real-time online76

calculation. Hence, a hydraulic calculation model and real downhole measurement can be integrated well using UKF77

for the gas-fraction backward calculation.78

The above UKF-based backward gas-fraction calculation method is invalid in horizontal wells. When a gas kick79

occurs, the annulus flow near the bottom comprises a gas-liquid two-phase flow. The propagation speed decreases and80

attenuation coefficient increases when the signal propagation medium comprises gas-liquid two-phase compressible81

fluid. In this research, we have used a drilling-fluid pulse-signal-attenuation model [26] as supplementary gas-kick82

method.83

Because we have insufficient field downhole gas-kick data, simulated data is used to validate the proposed gas-kick84

detection method. The advection upstream splitting (AUSMV) numerical scheme was used to solve the gas-liquid85

equations. The pump rate model, screw drilling tool pressure consumption model, and formation permeability model86

have been integrated into the used simulation model. The simulated model was validated with two field experimental87

data sets.88

2 Mathematical models89

As some parts of the proposed gas-kick detection model are related to the gas-kick simulation model, we firstly introduce90

the gas-kick simulation model. Traditionally, only the annulus flow is simulated because the gas kick occurs in the91

annulus passage. Considering that the gas kick detection method is based on the two inner pressure sensors and the92

two annulus pressure sensors, both the inner and annulus flow are required to be simulated as precisely as possible.93

However, the following assumptions are required to be made owing to the complexity of the real field conditions[27].94

(1) The added viscosity by the drill cuttings mixed in the drilling fluid is neglected.95

(2) The mass transfer between the gas and liquid is ignored.96

(3) The whole flow is considered as a one-dimensional flow along the well depth [28].97

(4) Gas and liquid phases share the same pressure and temperature [29].98

2.1 Gas-kick simulation model99

2.1.1 Conservation equations100

The vector form of the three transport equations for the gas mass conservation, liquid mass conservation, and mixture101

momentum conservation can be written as [30, 31, 32]102

∂W

∂t
+
∂F(W)

∂z
= Q(W), (1)

3
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where W =

(
ρlαl
ρgαg
ρgαgvg + ρlαlvl

)
,F(W) =

 ρlαlvl
ρgαgvg
ρgαgv

2
g + ρlαlv

2
l + p

 ,Q(W) =103 (
0
0
−g (α1ρ1 + αgρg) cos θ − Ff

)
. ρ is the density in kg/m3, p is the pressure in Pa, v is the velocity in104

m/s, α is the volume fraction, g is gravity in m/s2, and θ is the well deviation. The subscripts l and g denote the liquid105

and gas phases, respectively.106

For a laminar flow in the annulus flow passage, the pressure consumption function is107

Ff =
4K

Dw −Do

[
4(2n+ 1)vm
n (Dw −Do)

]n
(2)

where K is the consistency index in Pa · sn, and n is the power law flow exponent. vm is flow rate of the mixed gas and108

fluid and in the annulus and can be calculated using vm = αlvl + αgvg. Dw and Do are the wellbore diameter and109

external diameter of the drilling tools, respectively, in m.110

For a turbulent flow in the annulus flow passage, the pressure consumption function is [33].111

Ff =
2fρmv

2
m

Dw −Do
(3)

where ρm is density of the mixed gas and liquid in the annulus and can be expressed as ρm = αlρl + αgρg. f = a
Reb

,112

a = (log n + 3.93)/50, and b = (1.75− log n)/7. The Reynolds number (Re) is used for identifying the flow type113

and can be expressed as114

Re =
121−nρm (Dw −Do)

n
v2−nm

K
(
2n+1
3n

)n (4)

For the laminar flow inside drilling tools, the pressure consumption function is115

Ff =
4K

Di

(
8vl
Di

)n(
3n+ 1

4n

)n
(5)

where Di is the internal diameter of the drilling tools in m. For a turbulent flow inside the drilling tools, the pressure116

consumption function is117

Ff =
2fρlv

2
l

Di
(6)

And the related Re in the inner flow passage is118

Re =
81−nρlD

n
i v

2−n
l

K
(
3n+1
4n

)n (7)

If Re ≤ 3470− 1370n, the flow is in a laminar state. Otherwise, the flow is in a turbulent state.119

2.1.2 Closure equations120

There are seven parameters (p, αl, αg ,ρl,ρg ,vl andvg) to be determined, but only three auxiliary equations are presented121

in Eq.1. Hence, at least four equations are required for closure. The four auxiliary equations are as follows [30, 31, 34].122 
ρl = ρl,0 +

p−pl,0
a2l

ρg = p
a2g

αg + αl = 1
vg = C0vm + vt

(8)

where ρl,0 is the liquid density in kg/m3 under standard conditions, pl,0 is the standard pressure in Pa, al and ag are123

the sound velocity in the liquid and gas, respectively, in m/s. C0 is the distribution parameter, and vt is the gas drift124

velocity in m/s. The two parameters C0 and vt can be determined using Shi slip relation [35, 36].125
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2.1.3 Boundary conditions126

There are three boundaries in the drilling circulation system: pump inlet boundary, downhole bottom boundary, and the127

surface outlet boundary.128

(1) Pump inlet boundary129

The inlet flow rate, which is referred to as the pumpage, can be controlled by drilling engineers. The triplex drilling130

pump is widely used and its theoretical pumpage is [37]131

Q(t) =



−FRω
{

sin
(
ϕ− 2π

3

)
+ λ

2 sin
[
2
(
ϕ− 2π

3

)]}
, ϕ = 0 ∼ π

3

−FRω
{

sin
(
ϕ− 2π

3

)
+ λ

2 sin
[
2
(
ϕ− 2π

3

)]
+ sin

(
ϕ+ 2π

3

)
+ λ

2 sin
[
2
(
ϕ+ 2π

3

)]}
, ϕ = π

3 ∼
2π
3

−FRω
{

sin
(
ϕ+ 2π

3

)
+ λ

2 sin
[
2
(
ϕ+ 2π

3

)]}
, ϕ = 2π

3 ∼ π
−FRω

{
sin
(
ϕ+ 2π

3

)
+ λ

2 sin
[
2
(
ϕ+ 2π

3

)]
+ sin(ϕ) + λ

2 sin(2ϕ)
}
, ϕ = π ∼ 4π

3

−FRω
[
sin(ϕ) + λ

2 sin(2ϕ)
]
, ϕ = 4π

3 ∼
5π
3

−FRω
{

sin(ϕ) + λ
2 sin(2ϕ) sin

(
ϕ− 2π

3

)
+ λ

2 sin
[
2
(
ϕ− 2π

3

)]}
, ϕ = 5π

3 ∼ 2π
(9)

where φ is the crank angle, R is the length of crank in m, ω is angular velocity of crank rotation in rad/s, λ is crank-link132

rod ratio, and F is the sectional area of plunger in m2.133

(2) Downhole bottom boundary134

Owing to the use of screw-drilling tools, the total pressure drop near the bit is (∆ps + ∆pb). The pressure drop when135

the drilling fluid flows through the bit is [19]136

∆pb =
0.00005ρ1Q

2
1

C2A2
0

, (10)

where C is the nozzle flow coefficient, Ql is the rate of flow through the bit in m3/s, and A0 is the sum of the sectional137

area of all the nozzles in m2.138

The pressure consumption of the screw drill tool can be expressed as139

∆ps =
2πMs

qη
, (11)

where Ms is the torque applied to the drill bit by screw drill tool in N ·m, q is the displacement per rotation in m3/s,140

which is a structural parameter and is only related to the linear and geometric dimensions. Hence, the variation period141

of ∆ps is the same as that of Ms.142

The torque that drives the rotation of the polycrystalline diamond compact (PDC) tooth is [38]143

Ms =
[
E∗f

(
β1k1d

2 + β2k2d
√
A0

)
+Bcd

]
r, (12)

where E∗ = E
1−v2 , E is elastic modulus of rock in Pa, and v is the Poisson’s ratio of rock. k1 = 11

16 sin 2θ , β1 =144

cos θ + f sin θ, k2 = 1.015
sin θ

√
1
π and f is the coefficient of friction. B = 2

n+1
cosϕ

1−sinϕ , where n is the stress distribution145

coefficient, which is related to the cut-in angle θ, PDC geometry, and size. φ is the internal friction angle of the rock, c146

is the rock cohesion in Pa, d is the indentation depth of the PDC tooth in m, A0 is the contact area in m2, and r is the147

distance from the PDC tooth to the drill bit center in m.148

When the gas kick occurs, the relationship between the bit and bottom annulus is149

Qa = Qb +Qg, (13)

where Qa, Qb and Qg refer to the annular flow rate (m3/s), bit flow rate (m3/s) and invasion gas rate (m3/s),150

respectively. The gas invasion volume rate from the reservoir is calculated as [39, 40].151

Qg =
8.97× 10−15KfH

(
p2e − p2d

)
TµZ ln re

rd

, (14)

where T is the downhole temperature in K and it is approximately treated as downhole formation temperature in this152

research; µ is the liquid viscosity in Pa · s; Kf is the formation permeability in um2; H is reservoir height in m; pd and153

pe are bottom hole pressure and reservoir pressure in Pa; re and rd are drainage radius of the reservoir and wellbore154

radius, respectively, in m; and Z is gas compressibility factor [41].155
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Figure 2: Schematic diagram of calculation unit

(3) Surface outlet boundary condition156

In the case of the outlet boundary condition, either the outlet flow rate or outlet pressure or the relationship between157

the flow rate and pressure is known. The outlet pressure is the standard pressure for the open well. The gas flow rate158

and liquid flow rate are zero for a closed well. In the case of managed pressure drilling, the flow rate and pressure are159

controlled by the throttle valve. The quantized relationship is given by160

Kv = Q

√
ρ∆p0
ρ0∆p

, (15)

where Q, ρ and ∆p are the fluid flow rate (m3/s), density (kg/m3) and pressure drop (Pa) through the valve.161

∆p0 = 100000Pa, ρ0 = 1000kg/m3.162

2.1.4 Numerical scheme163

The AUSMV hybrid scheme has a good discontinuous resolution and viscous resolution, high calculation efficiency,164

and high reliability. Hence, the AUSMV is used for calculating the seven parameters. In the calculation, a uniform165

space discretization is considered, which consists of N cells in the drill strings, and N cells in the annulus, as shown in166

Figure.2167

With the forward difference for the time and space partial derivatives, the conservation equations (Eq.1) can be168

transferred into [30, 31]169

wn+1
j = wnj −

∆t

∆z

(
Fnj+1/2 − F

n
j−1/2

)
−∆tqnj (16)

The flux F at the cell interface is split into the liquid convective flux (Fl), gas convective flux (Fg) and pressure flux170

(Fp). These three components are expressed as171 
(Fl)j+1/2 = (ρlαl)L V

+
(
vl,L, cj+1/2, αl,R

)
+ (ρlαl)R V

− (vl,R, cj+1/2, αl,L
)

(Fg)j+1/2 = (ρgαg)L V
+
(
vg,L, cj+1/2, αg,R

)
+ (ρgαg)R V

− (vg,R, cj+1/2, αg,L
)

(Fp)j+1/2 = P+
(
vm,L, cj+1/2

)
pL + P−

(
vm,R, cj+1/2

)
pR

(17)

where V ±(v, c, χ) =

{
χV̄ ±(v, c) + (1− χ) v±|v|2 if |v| ≤ c

1
2 (v ± |v|) if |v| > c

, V̄ ±(v, c) =

{
± 1

4c (v ± c)
2 if |v| ≤ c

1
2 (v ± |v|) if |v| > c

and172

P±(v, c) = V ±(v, c) ·


1

c

(
±2− v

c

)
if |v| ≤ c

1

v
if |v| > c

. The weight function χ is used to obtain a good result resolu-173

tion, and the set is χL = αR and χR = αL in this research. c is the propagation velocity of the pressure wave in174

m/s.175

We can acquire all the seven parameters in the nodes from 1 to 2N by using AUSMV after the first time step. It is176

essential to update the boundary parameters for the chain calculation. The common method for achieving this comprises177

the extrapolation of the inner nodes’ parameters, which usually provides results that have no physical meaning. As the178

characteristic lines of gas-liquid phases have a clear physical meaning, we use the characteristic lines to calculate the179

boundary results. The related characteristic lines are presented in Figure.2.180
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Figure 3: Schematic diagram of BHA for gas kick detection

Table 1: The performance indexes of the dual-measurement points.

Parameter Point A Point B Measurement Range Measurement Accuracy

1 Annulus pressure X X 0-100 MPa 0.01%
2 Pipe-in Pressure X 0-100 MPa 0.01%
3 Annulus temperature X X 0-150 °C 0.1%
4 Pipe-in temperature X 0-150 °C 0.1%
5 Annulus dielectric constant X X 0-100 1%
6 Pipe-in dielectric constant X 0-100 1%
7 WOB X -200-300 KN 5%
8 Torque X -10-40 KN.m 5%
9 X,Y,Z axis vibration X 70 g 0.1%
10 Revolution speed X 180 rpm 1%

(1) Surface inlet conditions181

C −l
{

d
dtp− ρlal

d
dtvl = qlal

d
dt = ∂

∂t + (vl − al) ∂
∂z

(18)

(2) Bottom downhole conditions182 
C +l

{
d
dtp+ ρlal

d
dtvl = −qlal

d
dt = ∂

∂t + (vl + al)
∂
∂z

C −gl
{

d
dtp− ρlω (vg − vl) d

dtαg − ρlαl (vg − vl + ω) d
dtvl = (ql + qg) (vg − vl + ω)

d
dt = ∂

∂t + (vl − ω) ∂
∂z

(19)

(3) Surface outlet conditions [42]183 
C +gl

{
d
dtp+ ρ1ω (vg − vl) d

dtαg − ρlαl (vg − vl − ω) d
dtvl = (ql + qg) (vg − vl − ω)

d
dt = ∂

∂t + (vl + ω) ∂
∂z

C +g

{
d
dtp+ ρlω

2 d
dtαg = 0

d
dt = ∂

∂t + vg
∂
∂z

(20)

2.2 Gas-kick detection model184

In contrast to other gas-kick detection methods, the proposed method only requires downhole measurement parameters185

with dual-measurement points without the use of other surface input parameters. The dual-measurement points and186

MWD constitute the whole measurement system. The related bottom hole assembly (BHA) is shown in Figure.3. The187

performance indexes of the dual-measurement points are shown in Table.1.188

Measurement-point A sends the determined downhole working conditions, pipe-in pressure and annulus pressure to189

measurement-point B. Then measurement-point B sends the local pipe-in pressure, annulus pressure and the three190

parameters from A to MWD system, where the gas fraction is determined. The determination process is as follows.191
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Figure 4: Schematic diagram of neural network for working conditions classification

2.2.1 Determination of transient liquid density and viscosity192

Under the still working condition, the drilling fluid density can be obtained using the following equation.193

ρl =
piA − piB
gL cos θ

(21)

Where piA and piB are the measured inner pressure at points A and B in Pa. L is the distance between the two measured194

points in m. θ is the measured well angle.195

Under the circulation working condition, the differences in the inner and annulus pressures of the two points are196 {
∆piAB = ρlgL cos θ − 2fiρlvi|vi|

Di

∆paAB = ρlgL cos θ + 2faρlva|va|
Dw−Do

(22)

Where vi and va are the fluid velocity of the inner and annulus regions, respectively, in m/s; and fi and fa are the197

respective friction coefficients, which are functions of Re, where is defined by Re = ρ|v|Dh

µ . On considering that there198

are two parameters (K and n) of the power-law fluid, there are no available methods for determining the two parameters199

using only the downhole pressure measurement tools. Hence, we used the apparent viscosity µ (pa · s) instead.200

For Re less than 2000, the regime is considered to be laminar, and for values greater than 3000, the regime is considered201

to be turbulent. To avoid any discontinuity, a linear interpolation is applied for values of Re between 2000 and 3000.202

The friction loss coefficients for the annulus and pipe laminar regime are f = 24
Re and f = 16

Re , respectively. In the203

turbulent regime, they are f = 0.052Re−0.19 and f = 0.046Re−0.2.204

During circulation, the volume flow rates in the downhole inner flow passage and annulus passage are the same. Hence,205

the fluid viscosity and volume flow rate can be calculated using Eq.22.206

Now it is necessary to develop a method for recognizing still working condition, circulation working condition and other207

working conditions. We thus established an end-to-end downhole working-conditions classification neural network.208

The preprocessed method and neural network are presented in Figure.4209

Here the working conditions are divided into 10 types including pull in (the drilling strings are inserted into the well),210

circulation (the drilling fluid is maintained in a stable flowing state to clean out the rock debris from the well), rotation211

drilling (the rotation of the drilling bit is driven by the surface rotary table and downhole motor), slipping drilling212

(the rotation of the drilling bit is only driven by the downhole motor while the upper drilling strings remain still), bit213

bouncing (the drilling bit could not rotate when the weight on the bit is excessive), pull out (the drill strings are lifted214

out of the well), drill cement (the cement plug is drilled after cementing), pump on (the drilling pump is started to pump215

the drilling fluid), pump off (the drilling pump is shut down) and still (the drilling strings, bit, and the drilling fluid are216

all in still states). The neural network is trained using field data obtained from five wells and tested using field data217

obtained from another three wells. The tested results are presented in Table.2218

To evaluate the classification results based on the test data, three evaluation indicators were introduced : precision (Pre),219

recall (Rec) and F1 score (F1). Pre is an indication of precision and implies that all the data that are true have been220

correctly identified. Rec is a measure of the effectiveness of the accurate capture of all the true (or low vibration) cases.221

F1 is a harmonic sum of the two metrics called precision and recall [43]. It is very clear that the established neural222

network is good at recognizing still and circulation working conditions because the related evaluation indicators are223

very high.224
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Table 2: Test results of supervised learning classification.

Working condition Pre Rec F1 Working condition Pre Rec F1
Pull in 1.00 1.00 1.00 Pump off 0.82 0.55 0.66

Pump on 0.55 0.74 0.63 Circulation 0.92 0.99 0.95
Rotation drilling 0.95 1.00 0.98 Slipping drilling 0.79 0.90 0.84

Pull up 0.93 0.55 0.69 Bit bouncing 1.00 0.94 0.97
Drill cement 1.00 1.00 1.00 Still 0.90 0.97 0.94

2.2.2 Determination of gas fraction using UKF225

When the drilling fluid’s density and viscosity are determined, we can use the backward modelling Algorithm 1 to226

acquire the gas fraction in the annulus region between the dual-measurement points theoretically. Let us suppose that227

the gas fraction is uniform at the dual-measurement points. However, it is difficult for processes (7)–(19) to converge228

in practical scenarios because of the piecewise Reynolds number function and Shi function. Namely, the backward229

modelling is more difficult than forward modeling, when using the gas fraction to deduce the annulus pressure.

Algorithm 1 Determine gas fraction between measuring Point A and B
Require: ∆piAB , ∆paAB , ρl, µl

1: while error_Ql ≥ 0.000001 do
2: Ql_Next = Φ(Ql) // according to ∆piAB = ρlgL cos θ − 2fiρlvi|vi|

Di

3: error_Ql = | Ql_Next − Ql|
4: Ql = Ql_Next
5: end while
6:
7: while error_αg ≥ 0.000001 do
8: while error_Qg ≥ 0.000001 do
9: vm = (Ql +Qg)/Sa

10: calculate C0, vt with Shi drift current model
11: vg = C0vm + vt
12: Qg_Next = vgαgSa
13: error_Qg = Qg_Next − Qg
14: Qg = Qg_Next
15: end while
16: αg_Next = Ψ(αg) // according to Ff = 2fmρmvm|vm|

Dh
and ∆paAB = ρmgL cos θ + 2fmρlvm|vm|

Dw−Do

17: error_αg = | αg_Next − αg |
18: αg = αg_Next
19: end while

230

Backward modelling is an optimal estimate method. The Kalman filter is an important research achievement in the field231

of optimal estimation. Furthermore, the Kalman filter comprises a recursive calculation and the amount of calculation232

required and data storage are small, which is convenient for performing real-time online calculations. Because the233

hydraulics model is nonlinear, we use the UKF to capture the gas fraction and liquid flow rate.234

The state variable in this research is given by x =
[
Ql, Q̇l, αg, α̇g

]
[44], and the propagation function is235

xk = ψ (xk−1) + ωk (23)

The measurement variable is given by x = [∆paAB ,∆piAB ], and the related measurement function is236

yk = φ (xk) + vk (24)

where k is the time instant, and ωk and vk are the uncorrelated zero-mean Gaussian white sequences with covariances of237

E
[
ωkω

T
j

]
= Qkδkj , and E

[
vkv

T
j

]
= Rkδkj . Qk reveals the gap between the proposed state propagation function and238

the real propagation function, which is very difficult to determine. Rk is related to the sensors’ measurement accuracy.239

The nonlinear mapping φ(·) is gas-liquid pressure drop model presented in Algorithm 1. Here the state propagation240

matrix of the mapping ψ(·) is

 1 dt 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 dt
0 0 0 1

. dt is the measurement time step in s.241
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Figure 5: FFT processed results of real downhole parameters.

The detailed implementation of the UKF has been studied in many researches [19, 45, 46, 47, 48]. With continuous242

updating of the pressure difference measurement, gas fraction, and downhole drilling-fluid flow rate can thus be243

determined.244

2.2.3 Determination of gas fraction in horizontal well245

The downhole inclination angle is close to 90◦ in horizontal wells. Hence, the denominator term in Eq.21 would be246

zero, and it is thus impossible to determine ρl. The above detection method cannot be applied to horizontal wells. To247

solve this problem, we propose the following horizontal-well gas-detection method.248

From Eq.11 and Eq.12, it can be found that the pressure consumption of the screw drill tool is the function of the249

indentation depth of the PDC tooth (d). d is not a constant but fluctuates with the rock breaking frequency. Herein, we250

use some measured real-field drilling data to prove the phenomenon. The Fast Fourier transform (FFT) results of the251

measured downhole inner pressure, annulus pressure, torque on bit (TOB) and weight on bit (WOB) are illustrated in252

Figure.5.253

There are six striking frequencies observed in Figure.5. The TOB frequency spectrum reflects its fluctuations and the254

corresponding frequencies. Furthermore, the pressure consumption of the screw drilling tools should exhibit the same255

fluctuation frequencies deduced from Eq.11. The variations in the pressure consumption equals the change in the inner256

pressure. This is why the TOB frequency spectrum is similar to that of the inner pressure. According to the surface257

flow rate, the rotation speed of the screw drilling tool is in the range of 2-4 r/s. Hence, we conclude that f3 and f4 are258

generated from the screw drilling tool. The fluctuation would be transferred to the annulus based on unstable flow259

theory, and it is apparent in Figure.5 (b). f5 and f6 are the harmonic frequencies of f3 and f4, respectively. f2 is equal260

to the surface rotary table frequency. According to the above theoretical analysis and practical proof, the screw drilling261

tools indeed generate pressure variations that can propagate to the inner and annulus pressure sensors.262

Multiply the FFT processed results of inner pressure, annulus pressure, WOB, and TOB. We can make the common263

frequencies outstanding, which are indicated in Figure.6. After the multiplication process, the uncorrelated frequencies264

are very small in amplitude. We can thus easily obtain the screw-drill-tool-related frequencies by selecting the the265

frequencies having the top two amplitudes shown in Figure.6. The fluctuating amplitudes related to the outstanding266

frequencies are used in the gas-kick determination.267

Let us suppose that the amplitude of a fluctuating pressure wave at position x0 (m) is amp0 (MPa), then the amplitude268

of a fluctuating pressure wave at position xi can be expressed as [26]269

ampi = amp0e−η(xi−x0), (25)
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Figure 6: Multiplied fft results.

Figure 7: Experimental conditions

where η is the attenuation coefficient of the pressure wave in 1/m. η is greatly affected by the gas fraction. The270

relationship of the fluctuating amplitudes at the measurement points A and B is derived as271

ampA
ampB

= e−η(xA−xB) (26)

The fluctuation source is the screw drilling tool in this paper, and xA − xB = −L. We define paA/paB as a judgement272

parameter for determining whether the gas kick has occurred. Because the attenuation coefficient in a single liquid is273

too small, the attenuation between the two measurement points can be neglected. Hence, the judgement parameter is274

close to one in the absence of a gas kick.275

3 Model validation and numerical results276

3.1 Full-scale experimental verification277

3.1.1 Gas-liquid phases verification278

To evaluate the proposed detection model, it was necessary to first validate the gas-kick calculation model because the279

detection model’s data was obtained from the simulation. The validation data was obtained from another research [49].280

The experimental well information and gas-injection rate curves are presented in Figure.7281
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Figure 8: Experimental responses of measured annulus pressure and the related simulation results during gas kick.

Table 3: Well information for calculation.

Parameter Value Parameter Value

Outer diameter of drill pipe 101.6 mm Drilling fluid density during pumping off 1.21 g/cm3

Inner diameter of drill pipe 84.8 mm Consistency coefficient of drilling fluid 0.5
Diameter of borehole 215.9 mm Fluidity index of drilling fluid 0.8

Outer diameter of upper casing 339.7 mm Nozzle diameter 17.46 mm
Inner diameter of upper casing 320.4 mm Well depth 1998 m

Upper casing running depth 200 m Crank length 0.15 m
Drilling fluid density during pumping on 1.15 g/cm3 Crank-Link rod ratio 0.13

The liquid and gas phases comprised water and air, respectively, during the test. The water injection rate was 24 L/s,282

and the annulus pressure sampling frequency was 1/8 Hz. The simulated pressure and gas fraction variations with time283

are presented in Figure.8.284

The fluctuations in the simulated pressure in the first 10 s originated from the unstable flow of the pump on process. The285

simulated circulation pressure before the gas kick coincided well with the experimental results. The pressure suddenly286

increased at the moment of gas injection although the gas did not reach the sensor. This is because the flow rate287

increased, and the fluid density did not decrease. After the gas reached the sensor, there was no immediate decreasing288

trend measured by the pressure sensor, which was caused by the balance in the density decrease and flow rate increase.289

At 190 s, the gas injection stopped, and the pressure decreased at a high speed, which is apparent from the simulated290

pressure curve. This was in agreement with the experimental results, as per which the overall flow rate decreased. As291

the time passed, the gas fraction at the pressure sensor decreased gradually. This meant that the speed at which the gas292

was supplied to the upper flow region also reduced, thus resulting in a drop in the rate at which the pressure decreased.293

Overall, the simulated results agreed with the experimental results.294

3.1.2 Single liquid-phase verification295

It is considered that the majority of the drilling working conditions were normal working conditions during which the296

drilling fluid was in the liquid phase. Furthermore, the gas-kick detection model established in this research comprised297

a single liquid-phase flow in the inner drilling strings and gas-liquid phase flow in the annulus. Hence, we also validated298

the single liquid-phase calculation results based on data obtained from a real field drilling well in Jidong, China. The299

pump on and pump off working conditions were selected for the evaluation because the two processes were unstable300

and would be more suitable for validating the model.301

The BHA is: Cone bit 215.9mm × 0.24m + Adapter 0.6m + Non-magnetic drill collar 177.8mm × 9.15m +302

Measurement tool 177.8mm× 3.07m. Other well structure and liquid information data are listed in Table.3.303

When the starting up action lasted for 2 s and the stopping action lasted for 3 s, the measured bottom-hole annular304

pressure and simulated annular pressure results obtained during the two processes are presented in Figure.9305
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Figure 9: Experimental responses of measured annulus pressure and the related simulation results during pump on and
pump off processes.

Table 4: Gas kick well parameters.

Parameter Value Parameter Value
Outer diameter of drill pipe 127 mm Invasion gas viscosity 5 mPa · s
Inner diameter of drill pipe 108 mm Reservoir permeability 30 mD

Diameter of borehole 215.9 mm Reservoir height 0.8
Area of all nozzles 603 mm2 Drainage radius of the reservoir 150 m

Drilling fluid density 1.1 g/cm3 Rotation speed of crank 100 r/min
Consistency coefficient of drilling fluid 0.1474 Crank length 0.18 m

Reservoir pressure 35 MPa Crank-Link rod ratio 0.13
Inherent pumpage of screw drill 0.0426 m3/s Plunger diameter 0.15 m

Distance of bit and Point A 15 m Distance of Point A and B 30 m
Fluidity index of drilling fluid 0.72671

It can be observed from Figure.9 that the measured fluctuating pressure data in the process of starting and stopping the306

pump coincided significantly with the predicted results, not only in the terms of amplitude, but also in terms of the307

turning point time. This indicates a certain accuracy of the fluctuating pressure model in simulating the processes of308

starting and stopping the pump.309

Here we can conclude that the gas calculation model, which combined the inner drill-strings transient single flow and310

the annular transient gas-liquid flow, could be used to generate gas-kick data.311

3.2 Gas-kick detection response312

The information of the simulation well is listed in Table.4. To comprehensively evaluate the gas-kick detection method,313

we set three downhole working conditions for the simulation. The working conditions were circulation (0-50 s), gas314

kick (50-200 s), and circulation (200-400 s). The simulated pressure and gas fraction of the downhole measurement315

point B are presented in Figure.10.316

When the gas kick occurred, the inner pressure and annular pressure first increased owing to the additional flow rate.317

Then, with the increase in gas fraction, the mixed fluid density decreased, thus resulting in a gradual reduction of the318

annulus pressure. The pressure reduction in the drill pipe was caused by the deduction of the annulus pressure according319

to the principle of the connecter. After the gas invasion stopped, the pressure first deceased sharply, because the whole320

flow rate decreased. The pressure retained a low reduction rate owing to the existence of gas expansion.321

To apply the proposed UKF-based gas-kick detection method, the two related covariance matrices were set as Q =322

diag [0.000001, 0.0001, 0.00001, 0.0001] and R = diag
[
100002, 100002

]
. The measured ∆paAB and ∆piAB were323

assumed to be the sums of the simulated values and added noises, which are presented in Figure.11 (a). The measured324

value was also corrected in the UKF detection method while conducting a backward calculation of the parameters.325

It was apparent that the UKF estimated value was closer to the real value than the measured value. The backward326
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Figure 10: The simulated results of measuring point B.

calculated downhole Ql and average αg between the two measurement points are presented in Fig.11 (b) and (c). The327

backward calculation value of the flow rate was in good agreement with the corresponding true value. The backward328

calculation value fluctuated in a reasonable range and did not deviate from the true value over time. Overall, the value329

obtained using the backward-calculated gas fraction with UKF met the real value but errors were observed in the first330

stage of the starting and stopping of the gas invasion. Before the gas front reached the measurement points, the fluid331

phase between the two measurement points comprised a single liquid, and the flow rate was greater than that before gas332

kick. Hence, the pressure difference of the annular pressure was greater than that before the circulation stage, which333

resulted into the reduction of the backward-calculated αg . Over time, the gas fraction between the measurement points334

gradually became stable and the backward calculation value approached the real value. A large pressure wave was335

generated when the gas invasion stopped suddenly, and it propagated from the bottom of the well to the surface. The336

pressure wave decayed during the propagation, especially in the gas-liquid phases. this is why β1 < β2, as shown in337

Figure.11 (d). The pressure wave propagation speed decreased significantly, which explains why the knee point β1338

occurred earlier than β2. The decrease in the pressure-wave propagation speed and amplitude could be combined to339

interpret the increase in annular-pressure difference, thus resulting in a sharp change in the backward-calculated gas340

fraction immediately after 200 s.341

During the simulation process, we set the screw drill tool to start working at 10 s. Clear pressure vibrations were only342

observed after 10 s, and the related frequency was 3 Hz, which corresponded with the screw drilling tool’s rotation343

speed. The pumping rate and related pump pressure were not constant values during the whole process and they are344

presented in Figure.12. The pump pressure fluctuated up to a value of 3 MPa but decayed to zero at the bottom hole.345

Namely, The pressure sensors at the measurement points could not guarantee capturing the fluctuating pressure from346

the surface pump.347

To evaluate the influence of gas kick on the propagation of the fluctuating pressure wave, we illustrated the time348

frequency diagram of the inner and annular pressure at measurement point B as shown in Figure.13. After starting349

the rock breaking, there was an outstanding continuous 3 Hz frequency, which matched that of the screw drill tool.350

During the gas kick, the 3 Hz brightness was reduced in the annular pressure diagram. This indicates that the fluctuating351

pressure amplitude of measurement point B decreased. Because there was no gas in the inner flow passage, the352

fluctuating amplitude did not decrease, and the inner pressure diagram brightness remained stable during the gas kick.353

After the gas kick stopped and the gas was replaced by a single liquid, the 3 Hz brightness returned to the normal state354

in the annular pressure diagram.355

When the annulus flow region between the two measurement points comprised a single liquid phase, the attenuation356

coefficient η was close to zero and ampA/ampB was almost one. Hence, we could use one as a threshold to determine357

whether the gas kick has occurred. The value of ampA/ampB , which is related to the highest value in the amplitude-358

frequency curve, is plotted in Figure.14 in the whole simulation process.359

In theory, the curve of the ratio should be smooth. However, many other high amplitudes would occur in addition to the360

target amplitude when conducting the FFT. This means that there are a few other y values in Figure.14, which did not361

correspond to 3 Hz. Subsequent to the processing with the one dimensional median filter, the 3 Hz related ratio stood362
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Figure 11: Measured pressure difference curves, backward calculation results and detailed pressure when gas kick
stopped.

Figure 12: Pump rate and the simulated pump pressure.
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Figure 13: Time frequency diagram of inner pressure and annulus pressure.

Figure 14: The fluctuating annulus pressure ratio of measuring point A to point B in vertical well.

out. The filtered value fluctuated around the threshold value. It was apparent that the ratio was above the threshold from363

time 100 s to 350 s. This indicates that the flow comprised gas-liquid flow during this period, which agrees with the364

UKF backward-calculation results presented in Figure.11. Hence, we can thus conclude that the attenuation coefficient365

was useful in detecting a gas-kick occurrence in a vertical well.366

To evaluate the attenuation coefficient method in the case of horizontal wells, the well trajectory after 1500 m was set as367

horizontal, and the reservoir pressure was set as 17 MPa. The rest of the parameters for the simulation were the same368

as those listed in Table.4. The calculated ampA/ampB and the gas fraction between the two measurement points are369

presented in Figure.15. Overall, the filtered attenuation coefficient varied with the gas fraction and the ratio was greater370

than one when the gas fraction was greater than 0.02. However, the ratio during the short period of the gas-kick ending371

did not meet the expected value. This is because the final invasion gas rate was set to an instantaneous value of zero,372

and a large fluctuating pressure was generated, which covered up the smaller pressure wave related to screw drill tool.373

According to the above simulated results and analysis, the proposed UKF-based gas-kick detection method could be374

used to obtain the gas invasion fraction, but it was not suitable for application to highly deviated wells and horizontal375

wells. The proposed attenuation-coefficient-based gas-kick detection method was qualitatively applicable to all types of376

wells.377
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Figure 15: The fluctuating annulus pressure ratio of measuring point A to point B in horizontal well.

4 Conclusions378

In this study, We proposed a gas-kick detection method that is suitable for all well types. The detection method is379

based on the downhole pressure measurement with no need for any surface-data input. The intelligent downhole380

working conditions classification model, UKF, and pressure wave attenuation model are the three core algorithms381

combined in the detection method. The AUSMV has been used for the solution of the gas-liquid phases transient-flow382

model to generate the gas-kick data. We used data obtained from real field experiments to validate the accuracy of the383

gas-kick model and the generated downhole data. According to the simulation results, the pressure wave attenuation384

model determined whether the gas kick had occurred, and the UKF determined the invasion gas fraction quantitatively.385

If the algorithms could be embedded in the underground computer, the MWD system would only need to send the386

discriminant result to the surface, which could significantly reduce the amount of transmission data and increase the387

data-transfer speed. However, we cannot determine the gas fraction in horizontal wells. In the future, we could use388

machine learning methods to improve the gas-kick detection if we are able to collect sufficient gas-kick data to perform389

the required training.390
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A Appendix395

A.1 Discussion about the distance between two measurement points396

The pressure sensor’s measurement range is 0-100 MPa. The measurement precision accuracy of the sensors is 0.01%.397

In fact, their precision accuracy is much higher as compared with that of common pressure sensors, which have a398

precision accuracy of 1%− 0.1%. The minimum pressure that can be measured using the pressure sensor specified in399

the manuscript is 0.01 MPa. The value of 0.01 MPa equals the weight of a 1 m tall water column. Hence, the pressure400

values of the two measurement points would be identical if the distance between them was less than 1 m. The greater401

the distance, the greater is the difference between the two measured values. The precision accuracy of the measured402

pressure difference increases as the distance increases, as shown in Figure.16.403

The measurement precision accuracy also increases as the density of the drilling fluid increases. The change rate in the404

density of the water-based drilling fluid after a gas kick has occurred can be approximately expressed as405

r = 1− αgρg + αlρl
ρl

(27)
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Figure 16: The measuring precision accuracy of pressure difference in different drilling fluid.

Considering ρg is the function of pressure, the rate r increases as the well depth increases. In the case of small gas406

invasion, we assume αgρg � αlρl. Then r can be simplified as αg and the related rate of change in pressure difference407

is r. Therefore, if we want to ensure that the minimum gas invasion fraction is αgmin, we can draw the line y = αgmin,408

as shown in the right sub-Figure.16, and we can thus determine the related length L. Although the ability to measure409

the minimum gas influx increases as the distance between the two points increases, we should take into consideration410

the wireless data transmission capability between the two points. This is why we selected a distance of 30 m, which can411

ensure a stable wireless data-transmission ability, and the corresponding minimum gas influx fraction was 3.4%.412

A.2 Discussion about the apparent viscosity used in the gas-kick detection model413

The apparent viscosity can illustrate the rheological characteristics of drilling fluid in a flow rate. We don’t have to414

worry the calculated apparent viscosity could influence the detection results because of the two following reasons.415

Reason 1: The viscosity of Newtonian fluid keeps the same all the time. Based on the proposed detection method in416

research, the calculated apparent viscosity updates with the well depth in the circulation working conditions. Different417

well depth means different pressure and temperature, which could affect the rheology of drilling fluid. If the pumping418

rate does not change dramatically, the apparent viscosity will keep stable in a well depth. Because the pumping rates in419

circulation working condition and rock breaking conditions are not much different, we assume the apparent viscosity in420

the two process are the same.421

Reason 2: In this research, n and K are set as 0.72671 and 0.1474, respectively. The calculated apparent viscosity is422

15 mPas. Here if we wrongly set viscosity as 0.1 mPas and 50 mPas, the related calculated results are presented in423

Figure.17. Although the calculated viscosity is wrongly set, the detection results of gas fraction are still satisfactory.424

This means the friction pressure consumption equations used in the detection methods will not influence the final425

detection results greatly. The root reason is that the friction pressure consumption is much smaller than the weight of426

the fluid between the two measurement points. Overall, we use power-law fluid in the simulation and use apparent427

viscosity in the detection.428

A.3 Discussion about the gas-kick detection ability in oil-based drilling fluids429

The proposed detection method in this research is based on the pressure difference, containing friction pressure430

consumption and the fluid weight. Friction pressure consumption is much smaller than the weight of the fluid between431

the two measurement points. Hence, the density of the annulus mixed fluid is the greatest influence factor for the432

detection method. Here we used some equations and related calculations to quantify the influence in water-based and433

oil-based drilling fluids.434

Oil-based drilling fluid comprises oil and salt water, so we should consider gas dissolution in both oil and water. The435

calculation equation of saturated hydrocarbon solubility in water is [50]436

RSHC = 0.1778
[
A+BTF + CT 2

F

]
×KH (28)
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Figure 17: UKF results when the viscosity are wrongly calculated as 0.1 mPas and 50 mPas.

Figure 18: Saturated hydrocarbon solubility in oil and water.

whereA = 5.5601+8.49×10−3ppsi−3.06×10−7ppsi, B = −0.03484−4×10−5ppsi, C = 6.0×10−5 +1.5102×437

10−7ppsi, and Kn = e(−0.06+6.69×10−5Tf)×( Solid content ). RSHC is the saturated hydrocarbon solubility in m3/m3.438

ppsi is the pressure in psi, TF is the temperature in ◦F . The saturated hydrocarbon solubility in oil is439

RSO = 0.1778

[
ppsi
aT bF

+ c

]Kn

(29)

where RSO is the saturated hydrocarbon solubility in m3/m3. a, b, c and Kn are constants, which are described440

detailedly in the paper [50].441

According to the dissolution equations ( Eq.28 and Eq.29 ), we can draw the hydrocarbon solubility under some pressure442

and temperature presented in Figure.18. It’s clear that the solubility in water is much smaller compared with that in oil443

and it can be almost neglected. The swelling degree of oil in the drilling fluids due to the dissolved gas is represented444

by the formation volume factor Bo which is calculated by [40]445

B◦ = 0.972 + 0.000147

[
RS

0.1778

(
γg
γo

)0.5

+ 1.25TF

]1.175
(30)

Where γg is the gas gravity (air=1) and γo is the specific gravity of oil.Rs is the hydrocarbon solubility. Here we neglect446

the swelling of salt water.447
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Figure 19: Density of drilling fluid when the gas invasion fraction is 0.15 in different pressure and temperature.

If fo and fw are the volume fraction of oil and water in the drilling fluid, respectively, the density of drilling fluid after448

dissolving gas is449

ρs =
Rsρg + foρo + fwρw

foBo + fw
(31)

Where ρo and ρw are oil density and salt water density, respectively, in kg/m3. To compare gas kick behavior in water450

based drilling fluid and oil based drilling fluid, we set fo = 0.6, fw = 0.4, ρo = 0.9 and ρw = 1.4 to make the density451

of the two drilling fluid the same. The invasion gas fraction is set as 0.15. Then the calculated the density of drilling452

fluid after dissolving gas in some pressure and temperature is presented in Figure.19. The density increases as the453

pressure increases and decreases as temperature increases. The downhole pressure of the case in the research is about454

32 MPa, and the fluid density is 1.17 g/cm3 according to Figure.19 if the drilling fluid is oil based. And the increased455

density rate is 6.4 %. The downhole density is 1.01 g/cm3 when the drilling fluid is water based in this research and the456

related decreased density rate is 8.1 % in the above calculation. The difference between the increased rate and decreased457

rate is small. The proposed detection method mainly depends on the density reduction of water based drilling fluid. If458

we want to detect gas kick event in oil based drilling fluid using the two points measurement tool, we should focus459

on density increase. Because the gas-kick simulation model established in this paper is only suitable for water-based460

drilling fluid, we can not generate gas-kick data in oil-based drilling fluid and can not validate whether the detection461

method is suitable for oil-based drilling fluid. Here we just make a short discussion about it.462

A.4 Discussion about the influence of the changes of viscosity and density with temperature on the463

calculation results464

It should be noticed that we didn’t consider temperature’s influence on density and viscosity of drilling fluid in the465

gas kick simulation model and some errors must exist in the simulation results. However, the accuracy of the gas kick466

detection method hasn’t been affected. The reasons are as follows.467

(1). Gas kick simulation model in this paper is used for generating gas kick data. If the backward calculation gas468

fraction with the gas kick detection model could meet the set gas fraction in the gas kick simulation model, the accuracy469

of the gas kick detection method is satisfactory. In this research, the backward calculation gas fraction with UKF indeed470

matched well with the set fraction in the gas kick simulation model.471

(2). When the temperature’s influence on drilling fluid density, viscosity, flow rate, gas fraction and pressure difference472

is taken into consideration, the carrying out processes of gas kick simulation and detection are presented in Fig.20. No.1473

simulation process has been affected by temperature. Because the measurement function and state transition matrix474

in No.2 and No.3 processes have no items with temperature, the detection model won’t be influenced by temperature.475

The detection method only needs the pressure difference output of No.1 simulation process. The backward density,476

viscosity, flow rate and gas fraction will be the same as those in the simulation model influenced by temperature.477

(3). In real field practice, the outputs of No.1 simulation process are replaced by dual pressure sensors’ values.478

According to above analysis, the backward gas fraction would equal the real occurred gas fraction.479

All in all, temperature will affect the simulation model but won’t influence the detection model. This means we can480

directly apply the proposed detection method in the real practice without considering the influence of temperature. The481

root reason of implementing the gas kick simulation model in this research is the lack of real measured gas kick data. If482
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Figure 20: Execution flow chart of gas kick simulation and detection methods.

we want to get higher accuracy of the simulation results, we need to develop the temperature and pressure coupling483

model.484
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� Downhole auto gas-kick detection without any surface input parameters. 
� Measure drilling fluid density, viscosity and gas fraction downhole. 
� UKF and end-to-end neural network embedded downhole. 
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